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title-page can strike a deeper chill than the ominous expres-
sion With fifty-seven illustrations from photographs by the
author.)
But the worst peril of them all is adjectival. Each
continent, of course, lures writers to their doom with its
own peculiar adjectives. Simple-minded travellers adrift
in Gloucestershire founder upon ''old-world" ; all points
east of the Balkans are " timeless "; and what cliches of
desiccation haunt the empty spaces of Arabia, where the
frequent passage of intrepid men begins to create a traffic
problem for one another and lonely Bedouin demand a
one-way desert. But even if the rocks of commonplace are
avoided, there is danger on the open seas of adjectives.
How many travellers return from the most fascinating scenes
with nothing more to show than a meaningless assortment
of epithets. One almost prefers the austere variety whose
normal cargo is a sheet of cranial measurements, two
meteorites, and a case of forbidding specimens consigned to
the Museum of Practical Geology. For adjectives are a
poor present to bring home. Seafaring men, who used to
dazzle their sweethearts with a pair of monkeys and a parrot,
brought home better evidence of what they had seen.
Besides, they often had a pocketful of doubloons. But of
what use to anyone is a pocketful of adjectives ?
Flabby adjectival writing is the traveller's worst danger.
It is so easy, as you lean over the ship's rail, to jot down
the fact that palms are green, waves blue (until they break
along the curving beaches), and the Pao de Assucar a vivid
grey. But the statement means precisely nothing, until
you have combined grey, blue, and green upon your canvas
into the blinding panorama of Rio—and unaided adjectives
will never do it. Adjectives, indeed, are the worst snare
in South America. Brave men who penetrate the upper
reaches of the Amazon see their best sentences die away,
throttled in the strong, prehensile grasp of adjectival
undergrowth; the Pampa remains largely undescribed,
because a free use of the epithettl flat" fails, even in repeti-

